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	A wealthy Greek businessman is found dead at his London home! The Leonides were one big happy family living in a sprawling, ramshackle mansion. That was until the head of the household, Aristide, was murdered with a fatal barbiturate injection. Suspicion naturally falls on the old man's young widow, fifty years his junior. But the murderer has reckoned without the tenacity of Charles Hayward, fiance of the late millionare's granddaughter!
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Worst-Case Execution Time Aware Compilation Techniques for Real-Time Systems (Embedded Systems)Springer, 2010

	For real-time systems, the worst-case execution time (WCET) is the key objective to be considered. Traditionally, code for real-time systems is generated without taking this objective into account and the WCET is computed only after code generation. Worst-Case Execution Time Aware Compilation Techniques for Real-Time Systems presents...
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Essential Email Standards: RFCs and Protocols Made PracticalJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Email as we know it is useful only because it is interoperable. I can read the email you send me, no matter what kind of system you used to send it and no matter what kind of system I use to read it. As long as we all use software that adheres to the open standards, we can all get along just fine. The first part of this book first describes the...
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New Power: How Power Works in Our Hyperconnected World--and How to Make It Work for YouDoubleday, 2018

	NOW A NATIONAL BESTSELLER

	

	The definitive guide to spreading ideas, building movements, and leaping ahead in our chaotic, connected age. Get the book New York Times columnist David Brooks calls "the best window I’ve seen into this new world."

	

	Why do some leap ahead while others...
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After Effects and Photoshop: Animation and Production Effects for DV and FilmSybex, 2004
If you're in the business of motion graphics or desktop digital video  production, you know that Adobe's After Effects and Photoshop are two of the  most indispensable content creation tools. More integrated than ever before, the  world's number-one compositing and image-editing programs can be used in tandem  to create quality work at a...
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Atypical Parkinsonian Disorders: Clinical and Research Aspects (Current Clinical Neurology)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive review of what is known not only about the cause and treatment of atypical parksonian disorders, but also the issues that clinicians, researchers, patients, and caregivers face in dealing with them. The authors cover the basic science (history, epidemiology, genetics, pathology, nosology, computer modeling, and animal models),...
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Mastering Python Networking: Your one-stop solution to using Python for network automation, DevOps, and Test-Driven Development, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master the art of using Python for a diverse range of network engineering tasks

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the power of Python libraries to tackle difficult network problems efficiently and effectively
	
			Use Python for network device automation, DevOps, and software-defined...
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